
STOP WASTING TIME PEELING BY HAND
Affi x all types of Pressure Sensitive Labels

FAST and EFFICIENTLY
without complex expensive equipment!

A trouble free low cost way of affi xing pressure sensitive labels when compared to the cost
of complex high speed labeling equipment and the skilled personnel required to operate them
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2. Dispensa-matic "U-25" 

NEW, LOW COST Label 
Dispenser!  Power advance 
for roll labels to 2.5" width.  
Tension guide is standard-
for thin labels.  Optional 
reverse switch available 
for labels under .5" length/
width.  

 With Photo Eye 

5. Select-a-matic “D-5” power 
ad vance for presort labels or printed roll 
labels (butt cut or die cut).  For rolls up to 
5-1/2” diameter.

6. Simple Simon manually operated, preci-
sion made metal dispenser for all types of roll 
labels, sharp plate for thin labels.

Simple Simon 4" 
Simple Simon-W 6-3/4” width        
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1 1. Bottle-Matic - 16" width Cylinder labeling 
machine.  Label any cylindrical object fast and 
accurately FRONT AND BACK from .5" to 9" 
dia.* at speeds of 950 Pcs. per hour!
   Bottle-Matic is the perfect machine for label-
ing your cylindrical objects!  It can wrap your 
bottles, cans, tubes, and jars by simply press-
ing the foot-switch!  We can even do tapered 
objects without customizing! 
  

* If container is less than 1.5" diameter, empty plastic, or 
lightweight, a Pressure Arm may be needed.  

3. Dispensa-matic “U-45” 
Power ad vance for one-up 
computer forms, or printed 
labels in rolls 3/8” to 4-1/2” 
wide at 6" per second 
speed. 
High Speed version 11" 
per second speed for ANY 
length label!

With Photo Eye 

4. Dispensa-matic “U-60” High 
Speed power advance for larger labels 
in rolls up to 6” wide, at 9" per second.
With Photo Eye 



   We dis pense most labels without any diffi culty.  When ordering for use with Mylar, foil, acetate or very thin labels, send us a full or par-
tial roll of the labels on the original core so we can make sure they will dispense satisfactorily.  This can usually be accomplished with our 
thin edge plate, however we can provide other modifi cations, if nec es sary.

  The effi ciency and productivity of our automated dispensers is a result of the unique control of label advancement by the use of a limit 
switch.  However for labels that do not have suffi cient body to properly activate a limit switch, an optional foot switch can be used.  Foots 
witch part# BM003.

A full 3 year parts and labor warranty covers each unit against manufacturing defect.  We provide full service and parts at our 
plant if needed.  Only limited service is ever nec es sary.

7. Dispensa-Sheet II Label dispenser for A4 
and 8-1/2" wide sheet labels.  With the Dispensa-
Sheet-II you can label 3x faster than peeling by 
hand!  (3/4" leader required)
With Photo Eye 

8. Dispensa-Matic “6-II, 10-II, and 16-II”  - for roll or fan-
fold labels to 5.5”, 9.5", and 15.5" widths.  Does not wind up waste, 
and loads VERY quickly.  Best for large diameter rolls, and where 
constant speed is needed.  (6" per second advance.)
With Photo Eye 
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LDM 250
LDM 1250

LDM 850
LDM 450

10. LDM-Convenient, Easy to use, Durable, and Economical are a 
few of the words used to describe our economy line of manual dispens-
ers, the LDM series.  6.5" Max roll Dia.  3" Core adapters available $2.00

LDM 250 2.5", LDM 450 4.5", LDM 850 8.5", and LDM 1250 12.5" 

9. Scooter-Lightweight and inexpensive, handheld 
label applicator will save both time and labor applying 
labels on to the item in one motion.  Die cut or butt 
cut, 1" or 3" core.  Maximum roll diameter 4.75"

2210 .5"-1.5" width
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